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Dear editors,

Attached you will find a manuscript entitled “SNAI2/SLUG and estrogen receptor mRNA expression are inversely correlated and prognostic of patient outcome in metastatic non-small cell lung cancer”.

The manuscript and its content have not been published or submitted for publication elsewhere. All authors have contributed significantly and are in agreement with the content of the manuscript.

The authors would kindly like to ask for consideration for publication in “BMC Cancer”.

With best regards

Dr. Akin Atmaca, MD

Klinik für Onkologie und Hämatologie
Krankenhaus Nordwest
Steinbacher Hohl 2-26
D-60488 Frankfurt/Main
Germany

Phone: ++49-69-7601 3297
Fax: ++49-69-7601 3655
E-Mail: atmaca.akin@khnw.de